ABOUT US
We are Wellington UniVentures Victoria University of Wellington’s
commercialisation office.
As part of Victoria University, Wellington
UniVentures works side by side with researchers
as they advance ground-breaking ideas and
inventions. Wellington UniVenture’s tests,
protects, and shapes these ideas that lead to life
changing initiatives and stronger societies. This is
achieved through building powerful teams,
connecting respected specialists and academics
with industry, governments, and educators in
New Zealand and internationally.
In return for your experience, Wellington
UniVentures can offer you fantastic benefits such
as access to a wide variety of workshops for you
to continue to learn and develop, subsidised
onsite gym membership, free fantastic health
and wellbeing events, and extra annual leave
days.
Wellington UniVentures offer a compelling
employment value proposition that includes
interesting, meaningful and diverse work that
will present bigger picture business, career and
governance opportunities for the right candidate.
If this role sounds like you and you’re interested
in joining a small, collaborative and busy team,
please apply now with a cover letter and your CV
– we’d love to hear from you right away!
You’ll find the role description here and you can
apply for the role here.

MORE INFORMATION
Find out more about working at Wellington
UniVentures, contact our HR Manager.
E: anna.dufresne@wellingtonuniventures.nz
T:+64 4 463 4737
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HEAD OF COMMERCIALISATION BIOTECHNOLOGY
PERMANENT, FULL TIME
JOB OVERVIEW: Wellington UniVentures is positioned for growth;
the next few years present an exciting opportunity to cement its
place as a sought-after commercialisation offering in the
Biotechnology ecosystem.
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constructive relationships with a diverse range
of stakeholders.
Experience developing business models for
early-stage Biotech enterprises or in product
and service commercialisation would be ideal. A
background in transacting deals, growing
revenue streams and/or securing investment or
funding
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